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Transformative media fandom is a remarkably coherent, long-lived, and diverse community united primarily
by shared engagement in the varied activities of fandom. Its social norms are highly-developed and frequently
debated, and have been studied by the CSCW and Media Studies communities in the past, but rarely using
the tools and theories of privacy, despite fannish norms often bearing strongly on privacy. We use privacy
scholarship and existing theories thereof to examine these norms and bring an additional perspective to
understanding fandom communities. In this work, we analyze over 250,000 words of “meta” essays and
comments on those essays, reflecting the views and debates of hundreds of fans on these privacy norms.
Drawing on Solove’s theory of privacy as an aggregation of different ideas and on a variety of other academic
theories of privacy, we analyze these norms as highly effective at protecting the integrity of fannish activities.
We then articulate the value of studying these sorts of diverse “activity-defined” communities, arguing that
such approaches grant us greater power to understand privacy experiences in ways that are specific, contextual,
and intersectional yet still generalizable where possible.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Transformative media fandom (hereafter “fandom”) is a space understood from within and without
by its activities: creating fanworks (fiction, art, videos, and more), talking about media properties
(called canons) with other fans, and engaging in dozens of other social, community-shaping
behaviors involved in being a fan of those canons [3, 16, 37, 42, 53, 54]. Despite the existence of
thousands of subcommunities focused on specific canons and the diversity of activities that form
the boundaries of fandom, it is united by a sense of “you know it when you see it.” The concrete
and social evidence of its existence as a well-defined community includes entire fan-run platforms
such as the Archive of Our Own (AO3), Dreamwidth, and Pillowfort, as well as a shared landscape
of fiercely-held social norms [19, 26]. As privacy researchers, we have observed that while many
fannish norms bear heavily on privacy, the word privacy is rarely used to describe them, and they
have not often been studied from a privacy angle or using privacy’s tools and theories. In this work,
we bring a privacy lens to examining fandom’s norms.
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Fandom has a number of properties that make it an invaluable subject for study at CSCW. These
properties include the diversity of its community [43, 60], the transgressiveness of its activities
(including explicit and queer content [53] and use of copyrighted materials [73]), and its long-lived
nature, having existed for decades both offline and across a multitude of online platforms [25].
“Privacy” isn’t often the primary word that fans—and the scholars who study them—have used
to define, describe, or debate the social norms and boundaries used within fannish communities.
As privacy scholars, we use this work to argue that many of those community-defining values
can be viewed as manifestations of privacy attitudes and responses to privacy needs. We do not
claim that this is the only or correct way to analyze these norms. Rather, we believe that privacy
offers a valuable additional perspective into fandom. Applying a privacy lens, we will demonstrate,
develops new insights into how fans sustain community together. Simultaneously, it allows privacy
scholars to develop our understanding of privacy in practice and theory through the observation of
highly sophisticated norms and behaviors that have proven effective over decades.

Importantly, these fannish norms are far from monolithic, and neither are they isolated opinions
of individuals. They are debated and refined constantly, including through the format of widely
shared essays about community structure, termed “meta,” and comments on those essays. To
examine these norms, we report on a qualitative analysis of meta essays posted by fans to fandom
community spaces. We analyze over 250,000 words across over 60 documents, comprised of both
meta essays and comment threads in response to those essays, representing the views of hundreds of
fans. In consideration of the privacy risks of using public data, we collected meta essays which were
already high-profile after being shared through community newsletters and aggregators, though
we do not report on the specific identities of the documents and we paraphrase our quotations to
protect individual writers from re-identification.

Fans discussed practices surrounding identity and re-identification of pseudonyms to real-world
“wallet” names—a term used to connote names used on government-issued IDs. They explained the
norms of participation that originated due to the features of different social media platforms. They
extensively discussed the treatment of fanworks as public artifacts, from feedback and engagement
to appropriate practices for sharing works to the end-of-life expectations for works that had been
deleted by their original creators.
We derive two primary themes from these results. First, we find that as fans discussed privacy

across these varied domains, they rarely used the language of academic privacy research, yet
their norms and practices were varied and highly contextual. These norms were most effectively
described by drawing on a wide variety of theories of privacy, which we consider an indication
of sophisticated and practical perspectives on privacy as an aggregate of multiple related ideas,
as theorized by Daniel Solove [67]. Our analyses shed new light on how fandom’s norms have
enabled it to persist and strengthen over decades. Second, we define the notion of an activity-defined
community, and argue for the value to privacy scholars of focusing research on such communities.
Fandom perfectly illustrates such communities in the way that it incorporates many different
activities under the umbrella of “fandom”, and we draw on our results, as well as building on past
work on other diverse, at-risk communities, to present evidence for the value of such studies as
opportunities to capture contextual and intersectional privacy experiences strengthen privacy
scholarship as a whole.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We perform an analysis of discourse in the transformative media fandom community, identi-
fying sophisticated privacy-relevant norms and practices.

• We argue for the value to both CSCW and privacy studies of applying a privacy lens to
understanding fannish norms which typically aren’t described using the term “privacy”.
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• We analyze these practices through the lens of academic privacy theories and articulate how
fans negotiate tensions of value and risk.

• Using fandom as a case study, we argue for the scholarly value of analyzing privacy at the
level of diverse, activity-defined communities.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Theories of Privacy
Scholars across disciplines have long debated definitions and theories of privacy. Some of the
theories on which we draw, such as Nissenbaum’s contextual integrity [55] orWaldman’s privacy as
trust [76], were proposed by individual scholars. Many others are built on common understandings
of privacy as seclusion, separation in a private space, control over information, in relation to
intimacy, and in terms of a variety of positive benefits enabled by privacy, which have been
admirably summarized [67, 76]. We discuss these in relation to our results in detail in Section 5.1.

Most powerfully for our analyses, Daniel Solove proposed that having many theories of privacy
suggests that privacy is not a single idea, but an aggregation of related ones [67]. In the absence
of a unifying theory, Solove argues for understanding privacy in relation to privacy threats and
the activities those threats endanger. Under this model, the purpose of privacy is to protect the
integrity of activities. We apply this idea by examining fannish privacy as an aggregation of norms
that collectively protect safety, trust, and intimate spaces, enabling fandom community to exist.

2.2 Privacy Practice as Visibility
This study in part argues that visibility of online content, including practices to control and
reactions to that visibility, is a privacy-relevant topic. Prior work in CSCW provides a baseline
for this connection: many privacy research papers discuss deletion as a strategy for preserving
privacy. For instance, the ephemerality of Snapchat is cited as one aspect of user agency around
privacy management on the platform [80]. Further, many specific user populations whose privacy
and security practices have been studied have used deletion as one of those practices. This can be
observed in survivors of intimate partner violence [30], economically disadvantaged users [74],
and people who have broken up with romantic partners [58].
In her body of work understanding self-presentation on social media, Michael Ann Devito and

her coauthors explicitly identify ephemerality (defined as “regularity of content erasure”) and
editability (defined as “includ[ing] deletion”) as privacy-relevant, in order to control visibility of
content when using social media to represent oneself [12]. This line of research has subsequently
discussed how these self-presentation techniques are relevant to the privacy behaviors of LGBTQ+
individuals on social media [13]. Transgender people in particular have been studied within the
privacy community, establishing that online visibility as a transgender person can constitute a
privacy risk [41]. Navigating that visibility is a necessary and difficult risk for many transgender
users [11].

We argue that visibility of and engagement with a person’s online presence is usefully construed
as privacy behavior, with insights for both privacy and fan scholarship emerging from applying
the privacy lens to these practices. This is elaborated upon in our results, a significant portion of
which center around a set of fannish behaviors—including engaging with (Section 4.3), sharing
or linking to (Section 4.4), and deleting fanworks (Section 4.5)—that are critical for exploring the
sophisticated privacy norms of these communities.
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2.3 Privacy in Fandom
While a substantial body of work (discussed in Section 3.2) has touched on privacy in analyzing
the dangers that outsiders (e.g., journalists and researchers) bring to fandom, remarkably little has
analyzed fandom’s norms and practices themselves through an explicit lens of privacy.
As part of a larger body of work, Dym and Fiesler highlighted that the many women and

LGBTQIA individuals in fandom expressed concern about doxxing, the connection of their digital
identities to their wallet names [17]. Of particular concern was outing, as many of their participants
were not out as LGBTQIA in their offline lives and used fandom as a space to explore and build
their queer identity. In their study, fans discussed primarily self-censorship as a strategy to prevent
this risk, and Dym and Fiesler suggested that granular privacy controls would help address their
concerns. Our work, in addition to supporting these findings, documents within-group privacy
norms to add depth to our understanding of how privacy-sensitive populations regulate themselves
in order to manage risk.
Dym and Fiesler further identified fandom privacy norms as changing over time, with many

fans now more willing to connect their wallet names to pseudonyms, especially in response to an
increase in activist efforts within fandom [16]. They highlight a key reason that we believe fandom
is a fertile ground for privacy research: “Online fandom is a space that is at once both very personal
and separate from all things personal.” The complexity of fan identity, predating the internet but
growing and adapting to over 30 years of digital communities, provides a space wherein users have
multiple nuanced understandings of privacy, even if they do not use the word “privacy” to describe
these norms.

One of the key contributions of this paper, then, is to demonstrate the value of applying a privacy
lens to studying fannish norms. The value is two-way, in that not only can we better understand
and support fannish activity by applying the scholarly tools of privacy to its study, but also because
fans’ sophisticated approaches to privacy (even if they do not use the word!) can teach us much
about privacy itself as it manifests in diverse communities.

2.4 Fandom’s Activities as a Gift Economy
One such specific norm which defines fandom community is the idea of the gift economy. Fandom’s
activities have been described—by fans and by scholars of fandom—as a gift economy, wherein the
giving, receiving, and reciprocation of gifts builds and maintains the community [35, 61]. Fanwork
of all stripes, including fiction, art, songs, videos, graphics, meta essays, and even comments are the
gifts being exchanged, under this paradigm. They are given without expectation of compensation,
except perhaps that of community belonging.

Tisha Turk elaborates on this by observing that because fan works are copyable, digital artifacts
which are posted publicly, gifting in this culture is one-to-many, and she theorizes the fan community
itself as not just created by gifting but as the recipient of gifts [72]. Turk also observes that fanworks
are not the only gift that fans give to each other and the community, and names commenting,
writing meta, aggregating links, organizing and moderating communities and events, and much
more as “effort gifts” ([57]) which contribute to and strengthen the community [72]. This sense
that fanworks have been given to (and thus belong to) the community as a whole likely contributes
to fans’ norms and feelings around sharing and deleting fanworks, and thus has likely contributed
significantly to the norms we analyze in this work.

2.5 Ethical Research Methods
To ground our specific ethical research choices (described in Section 3.2), we draw upon long
traditions within both fan studies and the field of human-computer interaction.
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The Association of Internet Research (AOIR) defines three main points of tension when conduct-
ing research with online subjects: whether it is human participant research, whether the data is
public or private, and whether any particular piece of data collected is text or is a person [45]. By
asking these questions, the AOIR suggests, a researcher must develop an individualized ethical
practice that is cognizant of the specific risks of their work. For this, methods such as paraphrasing
data might be appropriate [44], as the risks outweigh the benefits of direct quotation. We turned to
the realm of fan studies in order to conceptualize those risks.
Foundational fan-studies texts base their approach to the field in ethnography [3, 37], and

more recent work builds on those foundations, exploring and clarifying boundaries in an era of
increasingly-online fandom. In suggesting a “goodwill approach” to studying fandom, Kelley states,
“A goodwill approach to fan scholarship should take the time to consider and negotiate fans’ privacy
concerns and make research findings fully available to fans [and] to analyze, engage with, and
question fan texts just as fans do with popular culture texts” [39], but notes that asking individual
permission of each fan can be an unrealistic burden, a view repeated in Natasha Whiteman’s
thorough investigation of online research ethics [79]. Whiteman takes the approach that ethical
considerations must be negotiated within individual contexts (“localizations”), rather than relying
solely on generalized ethical precepts [79].
Particularly in the context of research using public data [8, 18], fannish privacy considerations

have focused on the many and varied risks faced as a result of outsiders interacting with the
community. Dangers of outside influence include within-fandom conflict, via something with wide
publication connecting disparate parts of fandom and resulting in harassment [18], as well as
the risk of academic or journalistic influence surfacing contentious viewpoints that otherwise
would not have spread past the community to which they were originally posted, something also
documented in literature about anti-fandom [38]. Social media users are also frequently surprised
that what they post publicly might be collected for research [6, 27].

A recent example of similar research to what we present here takes a highly overlapping approach
to our own: Dym et al. [19] examine public posts on the Pillowfort website, choosing to anonymize
and paraphrase the specific posts and contributions of individual commenters, but not to reach out
to those commenters for consent for their words to be paraphrased and included in the research.
These methods make sense in the context of the subject matter (public discussion of platform policy)
and the number of individuals (likely hundreds of commenters over a dozen posts), and the choice
to anonymize and paraphrase specific contributions demonstrates that Dym et al. carefully weighed
their ethical responsibilities and the privacy risks to fans in their reporting of results. We contrast
this with the assumption often made in humanities-oriented fan studies work that researchers are
studying, including, and linking to specific fictional fanworks [8], such as videos, fanfiction, or art,
rather than discourse and community conversation within fan spaces. While re-identification of
pseudonymous fans remains an important concern in our context of studying community norms and
structures, important ethical steps in one context (e.g. asking author permission before excerpting
identifiable quotes from a named piece of fanfiction) might not apply to all versions of working
with fan or online communities.

3 METHODOLOGY
We investigate fandom community norms about privacy through a qualitative analysis of online
discourse. We used meta essays, produced by fans about fandom, which discussed privacy either
directly or through related concepts. We qualitatively analyzed these texts, including comments left
by other users. Our research did not recruit participants, and was determined by the Institutional
Review Board to not be human subjects research, but we still considered the risks inherent to
studying digital artifacts and present the ethical measures taken to minimize them.
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3.1 Meta Essays
Meta essays (“metas”) are defined as “a fan-authored piece of non-fiction writing discussing any
aspect of fandom, fanworks, or the source text”1. They represent a way for fans to talk about their
experiences of fandom, and in the particular case of metas about fandom communities as comprised
our sample, they are often explicit in both speaking to fans from multiple different fandoms and
in seeking an audience of fans interested in a generalized discussion of fandom. We began our
collection of meta by selecting essays that had been aggregated through meta-focused communities
and mailing lists within fandom. All of the metas that we collected were publicly viewable by
anyone on the internet, and we took additional steps to ensure ethical engagement with the source
material and preservation of anonymity for its authors (see Section 3.2). As the authors read these
metas, we evaluated the contents of each meta and any associated comment threads for relevance
to privacy norms and online boundary-setting by asking the following questions:
(1) Did the meta contain an explicit use of the word privacy?
(2) Did the meta discuss privacy in proxy language, such as visibility (of fanworks, persons, or

similar); sharing, deletion, and archiving of fanworks; etc.?
(3) Did the meta discuss community boundaries, such as statements of community norms and

what factors influence them, the sense of belonging, and platform use?
If a meta linked to another meta, we visited that link and evaluated its contents as well. We saved

each meta as a document. Due to the design of journal sites like Dreamwidth and LiveJournal, when
comments were split into multiple pages, we saved multiple documents in order to capture all of the
pages of comments. We expanded each comment subthread as well so that automatically-collapsed
comments were not missed in our analysis.
In total, we retrieved 62 relevant documents comprising 264,000 words and 1609 comments,

published across 8 websites, dating between 2006 and 2022. Of these, 40 were journal posts, 17
were Tumblr posts, and 5 came from other sources. They represent fans who participate in multiple
fandoms, including those for books, television, movies, and comics, among others, and many
conversations involved fans explicitly discussing experiences which crossed different fandom
communities. We selected metas for relevance to our research questions and captured discussion
where it existed. We also made an effort to capture attitudes about privacy norms and boundary-
setting over the course of many years, in order to examine (a) whether and how these norms
have presented differently over time, especially as different platforms were the primary hub of fan
activity at different times, and (b) many different events which have prompted fans to discuss and
reconsider their norms.

A topic organization emerged from reading the collected metas. As we read and evaluated metas
for inclusion, we took note of the main topics of each meta essay’s primary focus using memos.
After our full data set was collected, we revisited these short-form descriptions and categorized
them into a final set of topics: anonymity and identity; archiving fanworks; deleting fanworks;
platform design; platform migration; sharing and linking norms.
First, one author and three research assistants coded the documents using two deductive code

categories: privacy norms and platform features (defined below). We applied these codes to each
document individually and met daily to review each other’s codes and discuss concerns until
the process was complete. The second author met with the coding team weekly in order to give
feedback on the coding process and the findings as they developed. All coders read and coded all
documents. As our codes are not the primary product of our research and all documents were read
and coded by everyone involved in the process, we do not calculate inter-rater reliability [4, 48].

1https://fanlore.org/wiki/Meta
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The two coding categories allowed us to focus on areas of primary interest: how fans discussed
privacy both as a socially-mediated boundary and as a technically-mediated one. We defined them
as follows:

• privacy norms: social or community norms of behavior, which influenced a fan’s actions
• platform features: the technical capabilities of a given platform, which shaped fan behaviors.

Second, inductive codes based on the document categories previously mentioned were then
applied by one author to the deductively-coded data, and both authors continued to meet weekly to
discuss themes as they developed, with the second author contributing oversight to the inductive
coding process.

3.2 Ethics
Our analysis relies on publicly-available data which was not intended for research, and which
additionally comprises many people spanning nearly two decades. We carefully considered the
ethical implications of collecting this data: people posting online do not expect that their posts will
be used in this context [6, 27], and fans may have additional privacy concerns beyond that of the
average online commenter [8, 18], which was discussed by fans within our collected data. We have
made decisions in line with best practices in online research in order to shield the fans in our data
set from risk and to respect their privacy. As we understand that our data represents perspectives
across nearly two decades and many different contexts, we are particularly sensitive to the risk of
re-identification for the fans involved. As researchers, our interest is in how conversations around
privacy norms develop, not in attributing immutable opinions to specific individuals who may no
longer hold them, and this is strongly echoed by fans talking about these same issues. We believe
that presenting a list of sources would run counter to community trust, and so choose not to present
one here. We took the additional following steps in order to maintain ethical standards for the data
in our results:

We have elected not to report the features of individual documents which could allow those posts
to be re-identified, such as the publication platform, date, or the number of words or comments.
We collected only posts which were viewable on the public internet: that is, the posts did not

require an account or membership within a specific community in order to access. We additionally
collected only posts which had been aggregated by within-fandom mailing lists or interest groups,
or linked from such posts, indicating a high level of visibility; we did not search individual fans’
social media profiles to find posts.

When reporting results in this paper, we paraphrase all quotes. Instead of providing direct quotes
and attribution, which might be identifiable as specific individuals, we have rewritten the quotes so
as to preserve the sentiment, in line with ethical best practices [44].

3.3 Position Statement
We acknowledge that as researchers conducting thematic analysis of qualitative data, we bring
the context of our individual identities, experiences, and values to the work [7]. We describe our
identities in order to provide that context to the reader, given that they relate to the topics discussed
in this study. Both of the authors identify as queer. Additionally, one author has years of experience
as an active participant in fandom, which has been noted in prior work as something to which fans
are generally receptive when fandom is a topic of study [18].
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Fannish Identity
In order to understand how fans construct digital privacy boundaries, it is first necessary to see
“fan” as existing as its own identity, with many possible specific definitions but broadly understood
by the fannish communities discussed in this paper. As fans put it:

“Fandom creates a home wherein fellow fans aren’t quite strangers—we are united
by our fannishness.”

The multiplicity of fan identity is too large to discuss in detail here, but should be taken as a
baseline which fans reference implicitly and explicitly when discussing boundaries. Someone who
is a fan can be trusted to interpret another fan’s actions and interests within the norms of fandom,
whereas someone who is not a fan cannot:

“People not in fandom don’t understand what fandom means to us. I feel judged
when trying to explain fandom to outsiders.”

The perceived threat of judgment, leading to possible repercussions ranging from social em-
barrassment to job loss, led to many fans expressing that anonymity or pseudonymity was an
essential way to interact with fandom, relative to attaching one’s wallet (legal) name to their fannish
presence.

“Outing someone as a fan could cause backlash for students, for people with jobs,
for all sorts of reasons.”

And fan communities were cited as being a place where many fans could safely explore queer
identity in a trustworthy environment. Some first came out in fandom. And some created work
which focused on queer characters and stories, as opposed to more overwhelmingly cisgender and
heteronormative narratives in mainstream professional media.

“I know a lot of people who first came out as queer under a fandom pseudonym.”
“Fanfiction can center queer characters in whatever way the creator wants. But
try explaining that to non-fans—they just see slash as weird.”

Fans almost universally expressed that non-fans would often see fan activities as weird, strange,
or unusual. Because of this, they typically felt that either a strict separation of fandom and “real
life” was necessary to avoid repercussions from being a fan, or they allowed for only very selective
sharing of one’s fannish identity with trusted friends and family. They also recognized that different
fans would have different relationships to this danger. This led to commentary on what some fans
described as an increasing trend away from anonymity:

“I see a lot of fans who connect their wallet names and pseudonyms. It’s really
distressing, because that’s the opposite of how I had to act when I was new to
online fandom.”
“I hope that it becomes less devastating for fans to have their real name and
author name connected as fandom grows more accepted.”

4.2 Platform Design
Fans were highly aware of the relationship between the technical capabilities of social media
platforms and the nature of community norms. We contrast the two most-commonly named
platforms, Tumblr and journaling sites like Dreamwidth or LiveJournal, in this section. We chose
to highlight features within sites, rather than grouping similar technical features across different
sites, because the site-specific cultures influenced the use of these features in ways which could
not be divorced from that context.
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4.2.1 Tumblr. The primary platform under discussion in the meta essays we collected was Tumblr.
Many of the metas were direct responses to Tumblr’s decision, in 2018, to ban adult content [14].
This event prompted fans to look for new platforms to serve as gathering spaces, and in the years
since it took place, has served as a cautionary tale within fandom about over-reliance on a single
social platform, much as LiveJournal’s Strikethrough and Boldthrough incidents had done before
it [23]. The result is a rich cataloging of Tumblr’s features and the privacy implications thereof.

A defining, unique trait of Tumblr for many of its users, including fans, is the way that hashtags
work on the platform. Tags serve as an organizational tool within one’s own blog, similar to their
function on journal sites, and also provide a way to find content with that tag across the site,
similar to Twitter and Instagram. However, Tumblr tags have an additional use case: they serve as
a “whisperspace” for users to make commentary on a post with reduced visibility.
Tumblr allows up to 30 tags on a post, each with a 140 character limit. These are frequently

co-opted for human-readable commentary. Critically, tags are not copied when another user reblogs
the post. This impermanence with respect to reblogs has been adopted as a version of granular
privacy controls, given that Tumblr has not had the ability to change privacy and sharing settings
on an individual post basis for the majority of its history. Tumblr users describe this across multiple
metas in our dataset:

“Tumblr tags are a space for digressions, a “whisperspace” outside of the post
body. There’s no limit on the number of unique tags an account can use, unlike
Dreamwidth, so you can’t run out.”
“I never used tags as a whisperspace before Tumblr. I miss it on other sites! It
was a clear break between what was meant to be social and what was meant for
public consumption.”
“Tumblr tags as a private discussion space were a bad option, but they were the
only one on the platform.”

A bug with the iOS version of the Tumblr app in Spring 2022 temporarily resulted in a user’s
tags being duplicated as part of a reblog, propagating them beyond that initial context [70]. Many
users of the platform reacted negatively to this bug, as can be seen in the responses to the official
staff post—“Thank god it’s a bug” was a common sentiment—emphasizing the widespread nature
of this use case. The whisperspace was and is a point of pride for Tumblr users:

“Purposefully misusing the site features as a whisperspace was like a little act of
resistance.”

The lack of granular privacy controls was also noted for its negative outcomes, such as the
potential for a post to spread beyond its intended audience, disagreement and conflict that might
arise from that, and the lack of features aimed at enabling more intimate conversation. These
concerns were raised across multiple metas.

“Reblogging a post to argue brought it to your followers, who agreed with you. You
got better engagement by being brutal, rather than having a sincere discussion.”
“There are no privacy controls so you can’t prevent a post from being reblogged
and seen by the entire website.”
“If you wanted to say something in response to a Tumblr post, you had to reblog.
There weren’t direct comments, so it wasn’t like talking with the original poster.”
“Anyone on Tumblr for any length of time has reblogged a post that you weren’t
meant to see. That’s just how the site works.”

Reblogs sat at the heart of this: reblogging allows users to copy a post to their blog, with or
without additional commentary, and is a core feature of the site. This concerned many fans, because
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each reblog is its own post, wholly controlled by the user who reblogged it, and the original poster
has no ability to remove content from blogs that have reblogged it. Deleting the post from one’s
own blog only deletes that copy, not any of the other copies that might exist on Tumblr, and the
original poster’s name remains attached to the reblogs. Some fans highlighted that deleting one’s
account was the only way to fully sever connection to a viral post. And though Tumblr allows
users to de-index their blog from search engines, de-indexing doesn’t prevent copies of their posts
which were reblogged by a user with different privacy settings from being indexed by those search
engines.

“Once your post has been reblogged, it’s out of your control. You can’t go back
and private it and you can’t delete it from the site, only delete your own copy.”
“Tumblr posts stick around even if your account is gone, so your posts might
circulate with your name attached even if that blog is defunct.”
“Most people don’t turn off Google indexing on Tumblr, so content they reblog
from you will end up searchable even if you’ve changed your settings!”

De-indexing as a privacy measure came with downsides as well, as with one fan who was
frustrated by the difficulty of searching Tumblr for fannish content:

“I’m in rare fandoms, and that means I can’t find fellow fans easily because
they’ve all turned off search indexing. Boo!”

Tumblr has historically had few privacy options, and users have been limited to a binary of
extremes, with the potential for reblog fueled virality on one hand and the quiet, improvised,
low-impact commentary of the tag whisperspace on the other. This may be changing—Tumblr
added the ability to disable reblogs in Summer 2022 [71]—but for the period in which most of our
dataset was created, no such controls existed.

“Reblogs take your content and put it into my space, under my control.”
“Tumblr discourages conversation: you can shout or you can whisper, but nothing
in-between.”
“Posting to Tumblr was like shouting into a void. I had no idea whether anyone
liked what I shared.”

Another feature of platforms that related to fannish norms was the ease of posting different types
of content. As compared to its journal site predecessors, Tumblr was better at hosting multimedia
content, and thus served an important role for fannish community.

“Tumblr has a lot of flaws, but it made fandom waymore accessible to non-writers
than the journal sites, which privileged text.”

This demonstrates one reason for fans’ continued use of a platform which poses so many known
obstacles to privacy and community-building: it is accessible and supports fan activities, and so
fans are there. In contrast to the journal sites which will be discussed next, Tumblr is full of active
communities and fans for nearly any media fandom, and so fans continue to use the platform
despite the noted privacy concerns.

4.2.2 Journal Sites. The present (2023) state of the social web is such that journal sites, which
include LiveJournal and Dreamwidth, are not as widely used as social media like Tumblr, discussed
above, or Twitter. Our collected meta spans from about the time that sites like Tumblr and Twitter
were being created to the present day, and much of what fans say about journal sites is in the
context of those sites seeing a decline in use or having reached a steady state of niche use. This
results in a reflective tone to many of the ways that fans examined their design: these sites are
acknowledged as unlikely to resume the prominence they had in fandom during the early and mid
aughts. However, the influence of journal sites was reflected in community norms produced under
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the influence of journal site features and carried with the community as it has shifted toward more
popular current platforms. Indeed, the specific strengths of journal platforms resulted in them
continuing to be hubs for meta and the discussion of norms throughout the studied period.

Much of this conversation contrasts what journal sites provide as compared to Tumblr. For most
fans, the strength of journal sites is that they offer granular privacy controls at the comment, post,
journal, and community levels. This allows for a wide variety of interaction methods to coexist,
from locked individual blogs to communities where fans broadcast fanworks—their own and those
of others—to thousands of potential viewers.

“LiveJournal lets you lock or delete posts, delete comments, turn off anonymous
commenting, track IP addresses, and more. And LJ communities offer a space for
chatting with people who have similar interests, without feeling totally exposed
to the public.”

The high degree of control over individual posts, including the ability to moderate one’s own
comments section, was cited as leading to threaded conversations in comments as a normative
practice on journal sites.

“In moving to Dreamwidth, it was helpful to learn that people expect chatty,
digressing comments. I like that this site is about conversation!”

In contrast to Tumblr and Twitter, whose design models more easily led to virality as discussed
above, these comment controls were viewed as making it relatively easy for a fan to recover from
conversations gone awry by locking down the comment thread, journal, or post, as appropriate.

“If a conversation goes awry on Dreamwidth, you can just freeze or delete the
thread. The only option on Tumblr is to delete your post, and that doesn’t stop
the reblog copies already out there.”
“Because there’s no freezing, sometimes the only thing you can do to stop a bad
conversation on Tumblr or Twitter is delete your account.”

However, that same low degree of discoverability was a hindrance when it came to building
community, especially in an era when journal sites are not one of the primary social platforms for
fans or online socialization more broadly. For all the downsides of the possibility of virality on
Tumblr, the ease of finding relevant content for one’s fandom meant that joining the network of
fans around it was simpler than on a journal site, potentially allowing it to better enable the core
activities of fandom.

“There’s no automatic feed for seeing content on Dreamwidth, because you can’t
track tags like on Tumblr. You have to use communities and hope people find
them and post to them. It’s frustrating for niche content, and I miss parts of the
Tumblr way!”

Whether in 2018, when users searched for an alternative to Tumblr in the wake of the ban on
adult content, or again as we write, in 2022, as Twitter users consider alternatives, journal sites
offer an old solution to a newer issue:

“Journal communities are more curated than Tumblr or Twitter tags. You don’t
see a bunch of posts hating on the thing you’re looking up. I prefer communities,
all said.”

4.3 The Inherent Tension of Online Engagement
Fans shaped their community spaces and social norms according to the values of fandom and in
response to platform features in different degrees at different times. The comments reported in this
section do not directly bear on privacy, but we include them because they form a key infrastructure
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in which fannish privacy norms exist. Privacy is not the only framework for analyzing these
comments, and we build on other frameworks (such as gift economy in fandom) to understand them,
arguing that a combination of these perspectives are useful ways to understand fans’ emotional
reactions to engagement. In particular, approaching these comments from a privacy angle allows
us to understand them through the idea of visibility, which we find to be a key element underlying
the norms discussed here and which plays a role in the wider privacy literature (Section 2.2).
Another core value was the idea of fandom as a gift economy, which shows up explicitly in

multiple meta essays and their comments. Under the gift economy, fanworks, fannish efforts,
and feedback on those were modeled as reciprocal gifts, with both one-to-one, one-to-many, and
many-to-many variations. However, the tenets of this gift economy—specific actions surrounding
necessary and appropriate forms of engagement—were a source of constant debate within our data
set. All fans could agree that such an engagement etiquette existed, but not on one set of behaviors
which fulfilled it.

Ultimately, violations of the expectations of engagement were violations of the sense of belonging
to fannish community, whether that was a post spreading beyond its intended audience (e.g. through
reblogs, discussed above) or a post not receiving a certain level of feedback. Both of these represented
a transgression of expected visibility levels, resulting in fanworks being either more or less private
than the creator wanted:

“Reader silence comes from some of us readers being lazy! I don’t expect responses
as an author, because I know this, but it’s tough to post a story to crickets.”
“I think it’s reasonable for an author to ask if anyone is still reading their series.
If there’s no response, maybe they want to put their writing effort elsewhere.”

Fans sometimes expressed different attitudes towards the necessity of particular actions, such as
readers leaving comments on fanwork, as part of defining a fan community. Nevertheless, they
broadly agreed that fan communities needed engagement of some form. For a gift economy to exist,
there must be gifts and there must be reciprocity.

“If there’s no communication, there’s no community. Without interaction or
feedback, people will eventually leave.”
“It’s not a lack of feedback for me—it’s a lack of creators. But I could see how it
would be different for different people.”

In light of the necessity of engagement, fans speculated about obstacles. Much of our data set
was written when AO3 was only a few years old, and concern about commenting rates on the new
platform were common:

“Allow anonymous comments. Why are you shutting out potential readers?”
“Some custom journal layouts are really inaccessible. Where’s the reply button?
Make it easy for me.”
“AO3 should position itself more like a journal community, not like a library of
fanwork, if it’s going to get readers to comment more.”

More recent metas shifted the focus of this discussion to social platforms like Tumblr and Twitter,
which have grown in popularity as fandom hubs since the start of the 2010s. These platforms offered
participation options which could appeal to fans who preferred to read posts without actively
contributing (lurking). However, while these options may have enabled participation at a visibility
level comfortable for the consumer, they were potentially in tension with the visibility level desired
by the creator.
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“Twitter and Tumblr have options for passive users to participate—they can
reblog or retweet other people’s content and might get their own following as an
aggregator account.”
“Tumblr has likes, and a lot of people use those instead of commenting. It’s
frustrating to post to the main tag and hope your content gets picked up, because
mostly it doesn’t.”

Fundamentally, fans saw engagement, and particularly feedback to fanwork, as a primary condi-
tion of being active in fandom. This was an essential part of the definition of fan communities, a
result reflective of but also sometimes in tension with past work that described reciprocation in
fandom as not simply a one-to-one fanwork-to-comment exchange [72].

“The main reward for writing fic, after your own pleasure, is community feedback
on your work.”
“We’re a gift economy, and the only payment we get is attention for our work.”

4.4 Sharing and Linking
A complex and varied set of norms influence the ways that fans share and link to content within
fannish spaces. Even when the audience is presumed to be primarily or entirely fellow fans, fans
expressed differing views of when the use of direct links was acceptable.

4.4.1 Public is Public. A common rule-of-thumb that fans used for when content is acceptable to
share was that if a post is not private, especially on a platform which allows posts to individually
be made private, then it could be linked.

“It’s fine to link something public. It’s public.”
“Something publicly posted within fandom is fair to share within fandom.”
“Posting something publicly on a site with good privacy controls means it’s okay
to link.”

This view can be seen as aligning with notions of privacy as control, which put the responsibility
on the poster to use settings to prevent linking. Phrases such as “on a site with good privacy controls”
also suggest a social element to these rules. The community’s shared understanding of certain sites
as having “good” or “bad” privacy controls informs inferences about the preferences of the original
poster. The use of controls as a social signal not to share can be just as important as the technical
effect of the control. Fans reflected this in discussing controls like friendslocking a journal entry so
that only an approved subset of users could see it, emphasizing that the choice was to be respected.

“When someone posts something to their journal under a friendslock and asks
people not to talk about it, you shouldn’t go share it with people who aren’t in
the friendslock.”
“We know friendslock is the way to prevent our posts from being shared in
someone else’s journal.”

This echoes theories of privacy which position it as sharing under conditions of trust [76]. Using
a privacy control like friendslock sets an explicit social cue that the viewer is being trusted not to
violate the poster’s privacy expectations, whereas leaving a post public can be seen as an implicit
social cue that sharing that content—though perhaps only within fannish social circles—is not a
privacy violation.

This philosophy runs into quandaries on platforms where the social semantics of privacy features
are unclear. As previously mentioned, Tumblr only recently introduced controls to disable reblogs
of one’s posts, in many cases years after the discussion in the meta posts we captured about sharing
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and linking. Prior to that, users sometimes employed tags (or a lack thereof) to institute a socially
enforced post-by-post public/private divide.

“Sometimes no tags on a post is a sign not to reblog it.”
“It’s confusing to me, but some people tag Tumblr posts with “don’t reblog.” People
don’t always listen.”

The suitability of this came under question: why would any fan post publicly about something
when they wished it wouldn’t be shared? These posts were called out as a potential vulnerability, as
the tags might make it easier for someone to harass the user. When commenting about a broadcast-
oriented platform like Tumblr, many journal-site users expressed a lack of trust which seemed
inherent to their conceptions of the platform.

“Tumblr has tag griefers who will search for personal, private, don’t reblog tags
and share those posts. I wouldn’t trust fandom strangers to listen to tags.”

This distinguishes between privacy threats emerging from the behavior of other fans, who are
more likely to abide by socially-enforced privacy mechanisms, as compared to threats from outside
the community. Additionally, it puts a spotlight on the use of apparently unenforceable privacy
mechanisms, which we discuss in detail in Section 5.1.4.

4.4.2 Public is Complicated. However, publicity was not universally seen as permission, implicit or
otherwise, for fans to share and link content. Many fans took the stance that a public post should
not be taken as linkable-by-default. Fans argued the need to account for the emotional content,
context, and age of posts when deciding whether to share:

“Sharing around a decade-old public post—especially a really emotional one—
without asking first seems off. The internet was different back then, people had
different expectations for how their ranty journal posts would spread.”

Fans supporting these views can be described as emphasizing theories of privacy that use the
intimacy of content as a signal for its sensitivity and thus for the appropriateness of sharing it. This
may be particularly salient when viewing the community intersectionally, since marginalization
may increase the danger of exposing intimate information, and multiple marginalization especially
may create entirely new threats.
Some viewed older content as effectively being private, regardless of privacy settings, and that

this social norm existed even for public posts back in the aughts. In contrast, past work examining
feelings about old content on social media found that most participants didn’t consider the privacy
implications of post age until directly prompted to think of it [51]. This may reflect a greater focus
on privacy within fandom compared to the general population. However, this was not unchallenged,
as in the following comment and response, suggesting that a rich diversity of sharing and linking
norms have likely existed for decades in online fandom. Each fandom or social circle potentially
contributed individual expectations based on their experiences, positionality, or familiarity with
the norms of other communities.

“Back in the LJ days, you could have an unlocked discussion that was private in
practice because things were just smaller.”
“I don’t agree that there was a widespread expectation of privacy in the LJ days.
That feels like rose-colored glasses. There was always a diversity of opinion—I
wrote meta posts about this, which got linked by newsletters, and sometimes that
got really awkward!”

Archiving fandom history was also cited as an important community value by other users, and
thus explicit permission, versus a good-faith effort, might be an acceptable sacrifice:
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“Linking to Open Doors2 is fine because authors are contacted for permission
first.”
“Fanlore is a resource maintained by and for the community—if you can’t link to
it, it’s not valuable.”
“It’s unreasonable to partake in public discourse and then expect people to ask
your consent before discussing you. Linking and archiving allow people to read
about what already happened, so we’re not repeating the same things.”

Reflecting past work which identified the community as a whole as the recipient of fannish
gifts [72], views like this one emphasize the notion of community ownership even of non-fanwork
elements of fandom, and may de-emphasize individual privacy in order to sustain the core benefits
of fannish activity.

4.4.3 Contextuality of Sharing/Linking. Beyond historical or communal value, additional forms of
context were cited as examples of when something might have widely-understood social norms
surrounding sharing and linking. For example, transformative fanwork, including fanfic, fanart,
filk, gifsets, journal icons, fanvids, and more, were viewed as acceptable to link to because creators
would want their work to be viewed:

“Why would you post to AO3 and not want people to link it?”
“I wouldn’t ask permission to link fanwork like fic, art, vids, etc., because I view
them as created for consumption.”
“I can’t really imagine why you wouldn’t want people to link fic that you shared
using your fandom pseudonym. It’s already connected to you.”

Asking and giving notice were raised as polite ways to interact with borderline content, such as
posts by strangers or about sensitive topics:

“I usually tell strangers how I found their post if I comment on it.”
“I would ask before sharing meta with personal details in it.”

Journal communities were seen as public spaces like a town square, and thus anything posted
to one was undoubtedly safe to link because that constituted a very strong signal of intent to
disseminate beyond a friend circle:

“I think journal communities are understood as a public space.”

And, relatedly, fans argued that fandom newsletters and multi-fandom communities should
operate under different sets of norms than individual users because of their larger influence and
audience:

“The norm for the metafandom newsletter was to ask first because the audience
was so big. A link in metafandom could send thousands of people to your journal,
and that’s a lot to moderate.”

Spaces with many viewers, like communities and newsletters, were acknowledged as a potential
vector for harassment.

“I think it’s important to let people choose whether their posts get shared by an
aggregator. If you want fandom to not be hostile, you need to be careful about
exposing newbies to attention they’re unprepared for.”
“Sometimes people are still developing. Maybe they say something racist on their
own blog, and instead of taking the opportunity to help them learn from their
mistake, the community just makes an public example of them.”

2https://www.transformativeworks.org/opendoors/
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With hundreds or thousands of members—“metafandom”, a popular LiveJournal community
which aggregated links across fandoms and had over 2,100 members [50])—these spaces were
required to balance community interest with individual privacy and preparedness. Controversies
could arise due to a clash in social norms between the community and the original poster or
prejudices contained within the post (an example expressed in the quote above). The fans we
observed understood the need to carefully consider the possibility of harassment or even fair but
overwhelming negative responses after sharing or linking content.

4.4.4 Fan Response: Linking Policies. In response to the challenges of navigating so many different
attitudes, some fans developed linking policies. These written statements were usually posted on a
profile or pinned to the top of a social media account, and they expressed a fan’s preferences for
linking or sharing their content, which could range from blanket permission to link public content
to explicit statements of the types of implicit stipulations discussed above [22]. Such preferences
can be seen as not only erecting personal boundaries, but also as participating in a community
discourse about appropriate behavior more generally:

“We started adding notes about linking to our LJ profiles and sticky posts because
people didn’t get it, they didn’t understand things we thought were obvious rules
about how to treat people appropriately.”
“The podfic craze normalized consent statements in profiles. People included
permissions for linking, quotes, etc. in that.”

Fandom newsletters may similarly develop policies explaining when and how they choose
content to highlight. Many fans in our data set used their social media sites for a mix of fannish and
personal posting, and these public statements allowed for a clear setting of expectations around
sharing. As we discuss in Section 5.1.4, these policies are technically unenforceable, yet they likely
function as social contracts and strengthen trust norms.

4.5 Deleted Works
One of the symptoms of fandom’s long history, which spans decades and many platforms [25], is
that fanwork is sometimes taken down or made very difficult to access. Fans identified multiple
reasons for this, the primary one of which was that the creator no longer wished for their work
to be visible—which is often a practice used to preserve privacy (see Section 2.2). Other reasons
were also named, including the publishing format being limited distribution (e.g. print zines), the
original web host going offline or otherwise becoming inaccessible to new users, or a creator’s
account being deleted by the platform (e.g. LiveJournal’s Strikethrough and Boldthrough; Tumblr’s
2018 adult content ban). The lenses of intellectual property, the community’s stake in fanwork,
and plagiarism can also come to bear on understand the complex relationship between fandom
and works that have been deleted; privacy offers an additional perspective which accounts for the
particular risks surrounding online harassment.
There was discussion of when a creator had the “right” to delete their work. Some comments

hearkened back to the “public is public” views (Section 4.4), but the unique case here was whether
a fanwork containing controversial or offensive content could be deleted. Some said that a creator
always had the right to remove their work to protect themself from continuing harassment, and
that fandom history did not outweigh the concerns of an individual facing privacy and security
threats. Others came down on the side of history and communal value. We discuss these fiercely
held and contradictory opinions, both of which capture core values of fandom, in Section 5.1.5.

“Losing an important fic can be the end of a fandom.”
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“It’s more important to ask whether archiving something would cause or continue
hurt to the creator because hundreds of people can see it out of its original context
than to ask if it’s historically important.”
“I don’t care if we lose our history—I’ve had people take screenshots of private
entries so they could mock me and it sucks. Archiving this content prolongs the
harassment.”

There was near-universal agreement that reposting someone’s work in full on a current archive
site (e.g. taking a deleted work from LiveJournal and posting it as a work on AO3) was not
acceptable and constituted plagiarism, even if the original author was named in the metadata
(summary, author’s note, etc.). The Organization for Transformative Works (OTW), which also
maintains AO3, runs a project called Open Doors. Through Open Doors, an archive that is closing
its website can connect with the OTW to import all of the fanwork from the original archive to
AO3. This policy involves an attempt to contact the creators of the fanworks via whatever contact
information the original site has in its records; if a creator doesn’t respond or cannot be reached,
the work is imported under a dummy account. Creators can claim their fanworks and own them
under their own AO3 account by responding to this contact, or can ask for them not to be imported.
This policy receives some criticism on the grounds of violating the no-reposting tenet established
above: some fans feel that the creator has only given posting permission to the original archive
and not to AO3.

“If a fanfic author has any rights, then distribution should be one of them.
Reposting violates their right to control distribution, and attribution doesn’t
change that.”
“It’s unreasonable to expect that people won’t pass on fic shared online, like in
private conversations with fellow fans, which has been going on since the 1970s.
If you don’t want that, state it when you post the fic.”
“I’m uncomfortable with Open Doors because maybe authors didn’t realize their
fic was still up, or only wanted it on the original site.”

Beyond reposting, there was a varied set of opinions about other forms of sharing deleted or
inaccessible works. Many fans said they would feel comfortable privately sharing PDFs, ebooks,
or text files of a deleted story, such as with friends or with a fellow fan in the same community.
Others said they would feel comfortable privately sharing if and only if the original creator gave
them permission to do so, or if the original creator had a public statement affirming the same. One
comment raised the point that what people would ideally do, and what they do in practice, probably
differs.

“People want to be honorable and ask first, but if they really want to get their
hands on something, sometimes they aren’t going to follow through on those
good intentions.”

Some fans wished that creators would give notice before deleting fanworks, so that fans could
download and save personal copies. The question of whether it was appropriate for a fan to have a
personal copy of a deleted work invoked comparisons between fanworks and other types of media.
For example, some fans made analogies to paper books, where there is no expectation that an
out-of-print book would be destroyed. Others argued that fanworks were ultimately the property
of the creator and it was respecting the creator’s ownership or wishes to delete the work when the
creator deleted it—consumers had only a lending and borrowing relationship with creators. A wide
range of perspectives on the rights of readers and authors showed up across multiple metas.
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“I appreciate when authors give a short notice before deleting their works and
tell readers what type of sharing they’re okay with.”
“Archives aren’t for individuals, they’re for the community. They’re for people
finding the fandom years down the line and for preservation of these works, so
that nothing disappears because a personal website goes down.”
“I save a copy of everything I like even a little.”
“What happens to a small archive when the only person working on it dies? How
will its legacy live on?”
“Pro authors can’t delete their books from a library shelf.”
“Fanfic authors aren’t paid. They should have more distribution rights than paid
pro authors.”

5 DISCUSSION
Fannish norms of privacy are remarkably varied, acting to protect the fans’ diverse values. These
norms are sometimes enforced by technical systems, whether specifically designed by fans (e.g.,
orphaning [26]), used by fans (e.g., post privacy settings), or co-opted by fans and other users
(e.g., Tumblr tag whisperspaces, Section 4.2.1). But at least as often, they are upheld by policies,
whether centralized (e.g., the metafandom newsletter’s policies) or individual (e.g., linking policies
on individual profiles), and socially via common respect for trust norms. These norms are strongly
held because they help to define fannish identity and because they protect core values of fandom,
including identity exploration, the gift economy, and social justice. And they are strongly debated,
because they are often in tension and their enforcement is so reliant on trust rather than technical
systems. This is why we believe that privacy offers a valuable framework for understanding fandom
communities: describing these behaviors in terms of relevant privacy theory gives us insight into
how they function.

Throughout this discussion, we emphasize the value of examining fandom as an activity-defined
community. As the literature has long found and our results reiterate, fans have a strong sense of
shared identity, and that identity revolves heavily around the activities of fandom (the creation
and sharing of fanworks and surrounding activities). We aim to demonstrate the value of viewing
fandom in terms of its activities by seeing how that lens interacts powerfully with theories of
privacy.

In the first part of this section, we present the case for analyzing fannish norms using some lenses
from privacy theory, demonstrating how they can be applied to both privacy and non-privacy
fannish norms to more deeply understand fandom’s longevity and strength. We apply Daniel
Solove’s theory of privacy as a collection of related ideas (rather than a single thing) and his
proposal to analyze privacy in terms of the protection of the integrity of activities, interlocking
with the idea of fandom as an activity-defined community. We then discuss how the apparent
contradictory and unenforceable qualities of fannish privacy norms can be understood through
these same lenses.
In the second part, we present lessons for privacy researchers. We explain activity-defined

communities and argue for the value of studying privacy norms and experiences through them. This
strategy, we believe, can increase the validity of findings while retaining significant generality, and
can help to mitigate the siloing of identity characteristics via a holistic, contextual, and intersectional
perspective.

5.1 Lessons for Understanding Fandom’s Strengths
As privacy researchers, we were inspired to conduct this study by observing interesting and unique
features of fannish privacy norms. Our study of those norms allows us to conceptualize them
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through a variety of theories of privacy, suggesting their strong sophistication in incorporating a
variety of approaches to understanding privacy. Daniel Solove’s approach from “Understanding
Privacy” gives us a powerful way to conceptualize these diverse privacy norms [67]. In this work,
Solove argues that privacy is not best described as a single thing or through a single theory, but
instead as “many different yet related things”. Observing that this approach runs the risk of making
privacy too vague or diffuse to meaningfully study, he argues that a practical approach is to analyze
privacy in terms of important activities and the privacy threats to the “integrity” of those activities.
We believe that this framing of protecting the integrity of threatened activities can be generalized
to explain the role of a variety of norms within fandom and other activity-defined communities.

In this section, we begin by producing a working definition of both fannish activities themselves
and the properties those activities must possess to retain their integrity. We then draw on existing
fan studies literature to identify non-privacy norms related to intellectual property and DIY control
of technical infrastructure, describing how those norms help to sustain and protect the integrity of
fandom from non-privacy threats. Finally, we describe how fannish norms of privacy also protect
the integrity of fandom, and argue for the value of incorporating privacy lenses into broader
discussions of fandom in order to understand how fandom has so enduringly managed to persist
while upholding transgressive values.

5.1.1 Defining the Integrity of Fannish Activities. To discuss the integrity of fannish activities, we
must first define those activities and the properties that are integral to them. We define fannish
activities as those that center around the creation and consumption of transformative fanworks. This
naturally includes the actual creation and consumption of those works, but also the surrounding
ecosystem of activities ranging from forum moderation to cosplay to infrastructure development
that build and sustain the sociotechnical spaces in which the creation and consumption of fanworks
occurs. These activities often reflect the diversity of the fans who create and maintain them [43,
60], include sexually-explicit and queer content [53], and rely on a permissive interpretation of
ownership and intellectual property law [63, 73].

5.1.2 Applying Integrity Protection to Non-Privacy Norms. Having built this definition of fannish
activity as the ecosystem around creating and consuming transgressive fanworks, we can apply it
to consider how various fannish norms act to protect the integrity of these activities. We do so by
recontextualizing two examples of fannish norms from the literature—fandom’s gift economy and
fandom’s value of build-your-own tech inherent in the creation of the Archive of Our Own. We
then describe the ways in which fannish privacy norms work to uphold multiple aspects of that
same integrity, and argue for the value both of taking this privacy-theory informed approach to
considering fannish activity and the key (but by no means exclusive) role of privacy among other
fannish norms in creating and sustaining fandom.

The gift economy model of fandom suggests that the means by which fans share fanworks, freely
as gifts to other fans and the larger community, constitute a challenge to mainstream notions of
intellectual property. Fannish activity runs the risk of being disrupted by copyright challenges via
legal challenges to fanworks. This is mitigated by the community’s approach to sharing fanworks
as gifts. The non-profit nature of gifting helps to keep fans within fair use’s protections for non-
commercial works, making actual legal challenges less likely to succeed (and thus less likely
to occur) [59]. The framework of the gift economy has also been used to argue that fanworks
challenge capitalism by providing non-commercial ways for fans to engage with canons [35, 64].
Some scholars argue that fandom is inherently tied to capitalism [62], and the framework of the
gift economy is therefore a contested model for understanding fandom, which we argue is a basis
for the necessity of involving multiple theoretical perspectives in order to fully describe the actions
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of the community. In this case, the idea of the gift economy allows us to understand the role of
non-commerciality and gifting as vital to protecting the integrity of fannish activity.

Fans have long built their own platforms for distributing fanworks and supporting communities,
from the canon-specific fic archives and mailing lists of early online fandom to the platforms on
which transformative fandom currently thrives, including AO3. The human-computer interaction
community has documented this platform’s creation and use [26] as a space motivated by feminist
design values. It, and platforms like Dreamwidth, were built and popularized in the wake of mass
censorship and account deletion events on other platforms, including then-popular Livejournal [23]
and FanFiction.Net [21]. These purges disproportionately targeted sexually-explicit and queer
content. This followed many earlier threats to the existence of transformative fanwork in the
form of cease and desist letters, which led to even fanfiction hosts like FanFiction.Net disallowing
fans from posting fiction by certain authors [20]. The impetus behind the initial creation of AO3,
then, was explicitly laid out as providing a space for fans, created by fellow fans, which would
always allow the publishing of any content which fit the definition of a fanwork—no matter how
queer, explicit, or uncomfortable, and with the additional aim of providing legal advocacy to defend
fanworks against legal threats around the world [2]. Dreamwidth, announced a year after AO3, was
introduced with a similar commitment to freedom of expression [69], and continues its promise
to host everything legal under US law [15]. Thus the build-it-yourself ethos that is present in
transformative fandom communities protects the integrity of community activities by providing
hosting for works and discussion which is not subject to the restrictive landscape of many other
social sites or web hosts, and even directly advocates for the legal protection of such work at a
global scale.

5.1.3 Applying Integrity Protection to Privacy Norms. Finally, we draw on our findings to describe
how privacy norms protect the integrity of fannish activity by defending against privacy threats as
well as by creating a safe environment. Here, we focus on the value of this analysis to fan studies,
and we defer discussing the benefits to privacy scholarship until Section 5.2. We argue that the
power of this approach is in the multidimensionality of privacy, which allows us to explore multiple
factors involved in the integrity of an activity-defined community such as fandom. Essentially,
Solove’s theory, which posits privacy as multiple interrelated theories, serves as a basis for us
to understand the ways in which both explicit and implicit expressions of privacy contribute to
enabling and strengthening a variety of key aspects of fandom.
At its most simple, privacy norms protect against privacy threats. Such threats, as our results

reiterate from past findings, include both individual and communal ones such as job loss, harassment,
and unwanted press and public attention. We find that these threats are addressed in the community
by a variety of norms, such as strong norms around connections between fannish pseudonymity
and real life identities. However, our results show that fans don’t think about privacy exclusively in
negative, protective terms, instead often centering the positive value of fannish activity for people,
fan communities, and broader society. Though in different words, fans are valuing the protection
of the integrity of their activities—and the benefits that emerge from doing so—as the key goal
of these norms. For example, in Section 4.4, one fan described how it would be unreasonable to
prevent certain types of linking and sharing because “if you can’t link to it, it’s not valuable,” while
another argued that public discourse must supersede some privacy protections.

Though the word privacy is not often used, fans incorporated a large number of views of privacy
into their norms. This indicates a high degree of sophistication in protecting against complex
privacy threats and navigating the positives and negatives of visibility. This multidimensional
approach is enabled by Solove’s theory of privacy as multiple interlocking things, and allows
us to investigate how seemingly contradictory or difficult to enforce mechanisms benefit the
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community in subtle ways. Beyond norms of pseudonymity, fans also discussed softer norms such
as constraining the spread of fannish activity to fannish spaces in order to reduce the risk of virality.
Similarly, fannish spaces define their boundaries by both creating new platform features (e.g., AO3’s
orphaning mechanism) and adaptating existing ones (e.g., using Tumblr’s tags as a whisperspace),
bringing notions of privacy as related to seclusion into the conversation [78]. Additionally, fans
were highly contextual [55] in assessing the boundaries of fannish space and when to share, delete,
or archive content within and outside of that space. The contexts they consider included notions of
privacy as intimacy [9, 66], such as where fans assessed the intensity of emotion and the age of a
post to decide whether and how broadly to share it.
Fans sent and considered implicit and explicit signals to determine how to engage with others’

content and speech. Implicit signals included emotions and age of content (as above), but also
technical signals (e.g., not putting any tags on a post), while explicit signals included both social
ones (e.g., saying “don’t reblog”) and technical ones (e.g., use of privacy controls such as friendslock).
Theories of privacy that focus on individual control over personal information tend to center the
direct effects of the binary release or non-release of information, and have often been broadly
criticized as surveillance-friendly [77]. By contrast, fannish approaches to control are broader,
subtler, and more sophisticated. Here, control acts not only as a direct black-and-white block on
sharing but also signals socially-appropriate ways to engage.

We found that fans took this modeling of socially-appropriate engagement very seriously. They
sought to act as trustworthy consumers and redistributors of others’ works and commentary, and
this use of both implicit and explicit signals to create a trustworthy environment that encourages
sharing is just what is predicted by Waldman’s idea of privacy as trust [76]. Here Waldman’s and
Solove’s theories work in parallel to explain how strong and integrated privacy norms help to
create an environment of trust, which enables sharing. As we have defined it, the whole point of
fannish activity is to create and share fanworks, thus illustrating how the integrity of this sharing
is deeply connected to privacy.

Privacy also affects the ability of fandom tomaintain another aspect of its integrity: inclusivity. For
example, our data shows fans discussing the phenomenon of people first coming out as queer under
fandom pseudonyms. While other non-privacy-related features of fandom likely also contribute
to protecting the inclusivity of fandom, privacy norms appear to play a major role here. Since
we argue that fandom would not be what it is without this inclusion, we must attribute some
significant role in fandom’s long-term success to its ability to navigate privacy effectively.
This indicates one more way that the sophistication of fannish privacy norms is necessary for

protecting fannish activity’s integrity. Fandom’s activities by their nature induce a tension related
to visibility. The creation and sharing of fanworks requires—and its value is enhanced by—visibility.
Fans were articulate in expressing how the ability to search for other fans, locate fanworks, and
have their own fanworks discovered was critical to maintaining the community. On the other hand,
as we have observed, privacy is critical for protecting fans from privacy threats and creating an
inclusive space for those marginalized and therefore most likely to be harmed by privacy threats.
Fandom’s sophisticated approach to both privacy norms and its incorporation of those norms into
technical features such as orphaning, we argue, has been critical to enabling fandom to continue
and thrive over decades despite this tension.
In these sections, we have argued that taking a multi-dimensional approach to fandom as an

activity-defined community provides a framework—the protection of the integrity of fannish
activities—that can shed new light on how both privacy and non-privacy norms and practices (such
as the gift economy and building your own platforms) have contributed to the persistence and
success of fandom. In the next two sections, we explain how this perspective helps us to understand
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some superficially confusing aspects of fannish privacy norms by looking at them in multiple
dimensions.

5.1.4 Unenforceable: Multi-Purpose Approaches to Strengthen Trust. We found that fans sometimes
use privacy strategies, such as linking policies on profiles, which are technically unenforceable and
unlikely to be taken into consideration by outsiders who pose considerable privacy threats. What
role do these strategies play? Why are they prevalent in a community whose privacy norms we
analyze as sophisticated?

Contextual integrity describes privacy violations as flows of information that violate contextual
norms [55]. Waldman’s theory of privacy as trust goes further, observing that norms constitute
privacy by creating the environment of trust that makes people feel safe enough to share [75].
He followed this with data showing that social trust norms, which involve believing that others
will behave favorably and predictably, predict sharing behavior [76]. This result was backed up by
subsequent research that showed how trust mediates other important factors such as usefulness [65].

We hypothesize that these “unenforceable” strategies act to increase the salience of trust norms.
In this model, we expect that a community member who reads a linking policy comes away with
a stronger understanding of the community’s norms and a stronger belief that others will act
according to these norms. These social signals encourage people to act favorably and predictably
toward one another, and to believe that others will do so. The end result is to reinforce trust
within the community, and thus encourage the sharing behaviors at the core of fannish activity.
In preliminary follow-on work, we have also found that many of these apparently unenforceable
strategies occur in situations where fans are seeking to create privacy from people who challenge
the inclusivity of the community.
Future work should examine these “unenforceable” strategies to validate this hypothesis and

describe their other purposes. For example, we expect that such policies also act as performances
of community membership and adherence to community values for impression management
purposes [31], and compatible with our preliminary follow-on work, that they may also signal
support for other fandom values, such as social justice, furthering those values and making the
community more welcome for diverse fans, and thus protect the inclusivity aspect of fandom’s
integrity as well.

5.1.5 Contradictory: Tensions of Key Community Values. We found that deletion norms were
strongly held yet frequently in conflict with one another. This tension emerged because of two
critical fannish values: fanworks as communal artifacts, and the privacy and safety of fans. AO3’s
orphaning feature is one answer to this. Fiesler et al. identified orphaning as reconciling the tension
between history and creator control [26], and we build on this by further analyzing creator control
in terms of individual and communal privacy and the existential value of privacy for fannish
activities.

Some fans drew analogies between fanworks and professionally published print books, or between
conservation of fanworks and mainstream efforts to preserve culture. Both analogies positioned
fanworks as valuable to the fan community and perhaps to society in the way that art and history
are inherently valuable. Others described archives’ purpose as preserving fanworks for future fans,
or noted that entire small fandoms could collapse if one creator withdrew their works. We observe
that these analogies are strengthened by characterizations of fan culture as a gift economy, in that
gifts no longer belong to the giver once they are given. Additionally, Turk’s identification of the
fannish community as the recipient of these one-to-many gifts can be seen as justifying these
claims of communal ownership [72].

Other fans argued for the importance of leaving distribution of fanworks in the control of their
creators, to protect creators’ privacy. Contrasting the idea of a gift economy granting communal
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control, some fans argued that creators who are not paid for their works should retain more control
than paid professionals. Others emphasized consent, potential harms of harassment, and out-of-
context publicity, arguing that these concerns took priority given the value of anonymity and safety
on protecting fandom as a safe place for sharing.
We can see this tension emerging because these positions are both critical to the integrity of

fandom’s activities. Arguments emphasizing the individual and communal value of works uphold
the positive good—there would be no fandom without the sharing that explores transgressive
identities, relationships, ideas, and joy. Yet those activities cannot exist if fandom does not remain a
safe and protected place, one that inspires the trust needed for that sharing. The diversity of fandom
means that one or the other value may be more salient for certain fans or in specific contexts.

5.2 Lessons for Privacy Research
Recent years have seen a proliferation of important research examining the privacy needs of
specific marginalized and vulnerable populations, such as disabled people (e.g., [1, 34]), queer and
trans people (e.g., [32, 33, 40, 41, 56]), sex workers [5, 47, 68], and survivors of intimate partner
violence [29, 46]. We conclude our discussion with principles for future approaches to inclusive
privacy work. Reflecting on these foundational works and inspired by the findings of this paper, we
suggest that studying activity-defined communities may be a powerful and naturally intersectional
approach that enables us to characterize the experiences of diverse people while strengthening the
ecological validity of findings.

5.2.1 Study Activity-Defined Communities. Though fandom is a predominantly female and dispro-
portionately queer space [43, 60], with media fandom being associated with female fans since its
earliest appearances in academic literature [3, 37], it is not defined by the identity characteristics of
its membership. That is, queer and female identities are neither necessary nor sufficient to be a fan.
Instead, fannishness is defined by a collection of activities, including engagement with fanworks;
discussion of canons; community maintenance activities such as moderating fan-oriented spaces;
and connected activities such as the exploration of queer identity [53] and activism and advocacy
for social justice [16, 54].
These activities bring enormous benefits. They sustain well-being, root strong communities,

make space for free thought and artistic expression, and enable advocacy for justice. Despite the
diverse nature of these activities and the many individual fandoms for specific canons, fannish
activity loosely unites people as “fans.” Our results illustrate this shared identity, with writers
discussing how “Fandom creates a home wherein fellow fans aren’t quite strangers,” a property
difficult to explain to “outsiders” but understood within the diverse but recognizable bounds of the
community.
We refer to this type of community as an activity-defined community, and we argue that we

can learn much by researching them. Activity-defined communities can encompass a diverse
membership. Therefore, their privacy practices must evolve to be flexible enough to meet the needs
of all of their members. And yet, by having coherent boundaries of activity, the community is
not so vaguely-defined as to be illegible. As a researcher, conceptualizing a community this way
encourages the researcher not to pre-suppose the limits the community or the identities of its
members, but rather to observe them and their interactions throughout the work. Additionally,
some notion of “success” is available for us to observe. If the activities of the community continue,
that is evidence of privacy norms protecting their integrity. And if the membership remains diverse,
that is evidence that those norms are protecting the needs of those who are marginalized. Such
norms are promising in their ability to teach us how to protect privacy elsewhere.
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Fans face significant privacy threats for several reasons. The activities of fandom are often
transgressive. Fans interpret and iterate on popular media through new, often queer or female,
perspectives [42, 53], producing commentary and work that is not a common focus of that popular
media. The often queer or sexually explicit nature of this work marks it as unusual, and therefore
controversial or problematic. Merely existing in such a space can require privacy protections.
Additionally, fans often produce creative works based on copyrighted intellectual properties,
placing fanwork at risk of legal action or intimidation. Such threats are a foundational concern of
the OTW, the parent organization of AO3, which operates a legal advocacy team to defend fans
against legal challenges to their fanworks [28].

These factors make fannish activities particularly vulnerable to disruption by privacy violations.
As a consequence, fannish norms of privacy (as well as non-privacy norms, such as around copying
and remix [24]) have been battle-tested for their ability to protect the integrity of these activities. We
argue that such communities are particularly valuable subjects of study. Recent work focusing on
privacy among activist communities, sexworkers, and investigative journalists has demonstrated the
value we articulate here. For example, sex workers have clearly defined goals and complex strategies
for protecting their safety from privacy harms [47] and to be especially savvy in navigating online
spaces [5], while investigative journalists have been found to employ sophisticated technology
alongside operational security practices to maintain the privacy of extensive investigations such as
in the “Panama Papers” project [49].

What properties do we gain by studying such activity-defined communities? In short, we believe
they can help researchers to strike a sweet spot between specificity and generality. Specificity is
needed to avoid broad findings that lack validity, while generality is needed to apply findings
beyond specific participants, challenges, or time periods.
One approach to increasing specificity has gained prevalence in recent years: studying people

in a particular marginalized category, such as a racial or gender minority. As researchers who
conduct such work, we note that there is a danger that we treat all members of a group the same if
we focus on one axis of marginalization. When the group contains multiply-marginalized people,
their intersecting identities are easily erased and replaced with identities of greater privilege [10].
Focusing on activities may help incorporate all relevant experiences, rather than passing over those
outside the frame of a specific axis of marginalization.
One threat to generality is the contextual nature of privacy [55]. Findings may only apply to

the narrow context of the particular participants of a study at a given time. By studying a group
like fandom, which has persisted over decades, we are capturing a wide set of contexts under one
coherent label. The privacy norms which emerge are likely to be adaptable across these contexts
and to accommodate many threat models.

5.2.2 Intersectionality and Activity-Defined Communities. Studying activity-defined communities
can cross-cut contexts and avoid excluding identities that might be lost in the silo of a study framed
by a single identity characteristic. We’ve also observed that communities like fandom, which have
sustained a diverse membership over decades, may be particularly good subjects. Drawing on
Solove’s theory [67], if we interpret privacy through the lens of its ability to protect the integrity
of an activity, then the continued activity among diverse members exhibited by fandom is evidence
that those privacy norms are successful. Thus studying the privacy norms of such a community
helps us to understand both the needs of marginalized members as well as the nature of privacy
practices that have been proven successful at protecting those needs.
Studying activity-defined communities avoids the trap of siloing subjects according to a single

identity characteristic. As Crenshaw observed when defining intersectionality, systems often silo
axes of marginalization, implicitly assuming privilege along other axes [10]. Thus privacy research
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about one axis of marginalization risks centering the most privileged members of that group and
erasing those who are multiply marginalized.
We hypothesize that the sometimes contradictory norms we observed (see Section 5.1.5) may

in part reflect the experiences of multiply marginalized people. By studying the privacy norms
of a diverse community, we identify practices that protect people with different experiences of
privacy. They may share experiences along one axis of marginalization, but they also experience
the additive and composed effects of marginalization, which can both amplify universal threats as
well as create entirely distinct ones that are not able to be reduced to the sum of their parts [10].
Where the threats discussed are divergent, we may be seeing intersectional oppression at work.
Where the norms have adapted in sophisticated ways, we may be seeing intersectional norms in
action.
Because the meta we analyzed rarely foregrounded the identity characteristics of the writers,

we do not validate in this study that our approach is observing intersectional experiences. We
believe that our data is compatible with this hypothesis, however. For example, we saw participants
who valued the same norms but experienced them differently, such as the multiple perspectives
on connections between pseudonyms and real-life names, where some authors were distressed by
those connections, while others were more hopeful for a future in which such links were ordinary.
These compatible views may represent different individual experiences of the dangers of connecting
names and pseudonyms, which could emerge from the greater vulnerability experienced by those
facing greater marginalization, either additively (i.e., the same threats are more severe) or in
composition (i.e., multiply marginalized fans experiencing different threats). We plan in our future
work to examine datasets such as fans’ profiles, which frequently disclose identity characteristics,
and to engage directly with fans in user studies to examine these possibilities more rigorously.

The existing literature on activity-defined groups offers evidence for the intersectional benefits of
this work as well. For example, like fandom, sex workers include many marginalized and multiply
marginalized members [36, 52]. Also like fandom, its activities are not monolithic and sex workers
often collaborate on mechanisms for protecting one another, such as the Bad Client and Aggressor
List [68]. This diversity provides multiple contexts for researchers while preserving validity through
the umbrella of sex work. The result is insightful work with deeply intersectional approaches,
including exploring risk management language [52], safety and privacy practices [47], the ability to
use protective mechanisms such as legal takedown requests [5], and more. These studies are united
by their intersectionality, despite differing methods, types of sex work, and experiences captured.
We encourage future work to examine more of these activity-based communities, which we

name in the hope that it becomes part of the privacy researcher’s toolkit.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we conducted a qualitative analysis of meta essays that discussed transformative media
fandom’s privacy-related norms. Though fans and those who study them may not often use the
word “privacy” or related academic terms, we argue in this work for the practical and theoretical
value of analyzing these norms as sophisticated approaches to privacy governing a variety of
complex domains. We examined these norms using Solove’s model of privacy as an aggregate of
related things, which characterizes privacy by the ways it protects the integrity of activities. Under
this framing, we find that fandom’s norms—both those privacy-related and not—appear to have
been broadly effective at protecting fandom’s activities, and have done so for multiple decades in
which online fandom has existed. Alongside pre-existing theoretical frameworks, privacy provides
us new insights into the function and structure of these norms.
Then, drawing on these results and on recent literature, we codified our approach by defin-

ing activity-defined communities (Section 5.2). We propose that framing privacy research around
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complexes of threatened activities is a valuable technique that can increase ecological validity (by
grounding work within real-life contexts defined by activities) and enhance generality (by observing
multiple different contexts and intersectional experiences of the studied activities). Additionally,
these communities provide a definition of successful privacy practices as activities continuing
unimpeded, and lend themselves to intersectional analysis. Going forward, we plan to explore these
ideas directly with fans by bringing our results to them and refining them through their feedback
in interviews. We hope that our insights will help researchers to learn from the expertise of these
communities and to translate the knowledge we gain from them into protections for others.
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